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INTERPRETING USER QUERIES BASED ON DEVICE ORIENTATION

BACKGROUND

The Internet provides access to a wide variety of resources, such as image files,

audio files, video files, and web pages. A search system can identify resources in

response to queries submitted by users and provide information about the resources in a

manner that is useful to the users. The users can navigate through, e.g., select, search

results to acquire information of interest.

SUMMARY

This specification relates to interpreting user queries based on a location and an

orientation of a user device.

Implementations of the present disclosure are generally directed to rewriting

queries based on one or more implied entities. More particularly, implementations of the

present disclosure are directed to identifying a set of entities based on an approximate

location and an approximate orientation of a user device that submits a query, selecting an

entity of the set of entities, and rewriting the query to explicitly reference the entity of the

set of entities.

In general, innovative aspects of the subject matter described in this specification

can be embodied in methods that include actions of receiving a query provided from a

user device, and determining that the query implicitly references some entity, and in

response: obtaining an approximate location and an approximate orientation of the user

device, obtaining a set of entities including one or more entities, each entity in the set of

entities being at least partially within a range that is based on the approximate location

and that includes an extended portion based on the approximate orientation, selecting an

entity from the set of entities, and providing a revised query based on the query and the

entity, the revised query explicitly referencing the entity. Other implementations of this

aspect include corresponding systems, apparatus, and computer programs, configured to

perform the actions of the methods, encoded on computer storage devices.

These and other implementations can each optionally include one or more of the

following features: the approximate orientation indicates a compass direction of the user

device, the extended portion of the range being provided based on the compass direction;

the approximate orientation indicates a tilt of the user device relative to a horizontal

plane; the approximate orientation is determined based on a signal provided from a sensor

of the user device; at least one entity in the set of entities is provided based on image data,



the image data being obtained by the user device in response to the approximate

orientation; and selecting an entity from the set of entities is based on one or more entity

query patterns associated with the entity.

Particular implementations of the subject matter described in this specification can

be implemented so as to realize one or more of the following advantages. In some

examples, the user submitting the query does not need to know the name of the entity that

is the subject of the query. For example, the user can be standing near a monument and

can submit the query [what is this monument], without having to first determine the name

of the monument. In some examples, the user does not need to know how to properly

pronounce and/or spell the name of the entity. For example, a user that does not speak

German can be on vacation in Zurich, Switzerland and can submit the query [opening

hours], while standing near a restaurant called "Zeughauskeller," which may be difficult

to pronounce and/or spell for the user. As another example, implementations of the

present disclosure enable users to more conveniently and naturally interact with a search

system (e.g., submitting the query [show me lunch specials] instead of the query [Fino

Ristorante & Bar lunch specials]. These examples highlight simplification of information

retrieval and increased information accessibility to users that are provided by

implementations of the present disclosure. For example, users do not have to first submit

queries to determine the name of an entity, before submitting queries to retrieve other

information about the entity. This provides the advantage of reducing the overall number

of queries that might be submitted to a search system, thereby reducing the bandwidth,

computational power, and/or memory required by the search system in resolving queries

and providing search results.

The details of one or more implementations of the subject matter described in this

specification are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below.

Other features, aspects, and advantages of the subject matter will become apparent from

the description, the drawings, and the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 depicts an example environment in which a search system provides search

results based on interpreted user queries.

FIG. 2 depicts an example use case in accordance with implementations of the

present disclosure.



FIG. 3 depicts an example process that can be executed in accordance with

implementations of the present disclosure.

FIG. 4 depicts an example process that can be executed in accordance with

implementations of the present disclosure.

Like reference numbers and designations in the various drawings indicate like

elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Implementations of the present disclosure are generally directed to rewriting

queries based on one or more implied entities. More particularly, implementations of the

present disclosure are directed to determining one or more entities that a received query

may be implicitly about based on an orientation of a device, from which the query is

submitted, selecting an entity of the one or more entities, and rewriting the query to

explicitly reference the selected entity. In some implementations, a set of entities is

identified based on an approximate location and an approximate orientation of a user

device that submits a query. In some implementations, and as described herein, a range is

provided based on the approximate location and at least a portion of the range is extended

based on the approximate orientation. In some examples, each entity in the set of entities

is an entity that is determined to be within the range. In some examples, image data can

be captured based on the approximate orientation, which image data can be used to

include one or more entities within the set of entities. In some examples, an entity is

selected from the set of entities. The query is rewritten to provide a revised query that

explicitly references the selected entity. In some examples, search results are provided

based on the revised query.

FIG. 1 depicts an example environment 100 in which a search system provides

search results based on interpreted user queries. In some examples, the example

environment 100 enables users to interact with one or more computer-implemented

services. Example computer-implemented services can include a search service, an

electronic mail service, a chat service, a document sharing service, a calendar sharing

service, a photo sharing service, a video sharing service, blogging service, a micro-

blogging service, a social networking service, a location (location-aware) service, a

check-in service and a ratings and review service. In the example of FIG. 1, a search

system 120 is depicted, which provides a search service, as described in further detail

herein.



With continued reference to FIG. 1, the example environment 100 includes a

network 102, e.g., a local area network (LAN), wide area network (WAN), the Internet,

or a combination thereof, connects web sites 104, user devices 106, and the search system

120. In some examples, the network 102 can be accessed over a wired and/or a wireless

communications link. For example, mobile computing devices, such as smartphones can

utilize a cellular network to access the network 102. The environment 100 may include

millions of web sites 104 and user devices 106.

In some examples, a web site 104 is provided as one or more resources 105

associated with a domain name and hosted by one or more servers. An example web site

is a collection of web pages formatted in an appropriate machine-readable language, e.g.,

hypertext markup language (HTML), that can contain text, images, multimedia content,

and programming elements, e.g., scripts. Each web site 104 is maintained by a publisher,

e.g., an entity that manages and/or owns the web site.

In some examples, a resource 105 is data provided over the network 102 and that

is associated with a resource address, e.g., a uniform resource locator (URL). In some

examples, resources 105 that can be provided by a web site 104 include web pages, word

processing documents, and portable document format (PDF) documents, images, video,

and feed sources, among other appropriate digital content. The resources 105 can include

content, e.g., words, phrases, images and sounds and may include embedded information,

e.g., meta information and hyperlinks, and/or embedded instructions, e.g., scripts.

In some examples, a user device 106 is an electronic device that is capable of

requesting and receiving resources 105 over the network 102. Example user devices 106

include personal computers, laptop computers, and mobile computing devices, e.g.,

smartphones and/or tablet computing devices, that can send and receive data over the

network 102. As used throughout this document, the term mobile computing device

("mobile device") refers to a user device that is configured to communicate over a mobile

communications network. A smartphone, e.g., a phone that is enabled to communicate

over the Internet, is an example of a mobile device. A user device 106 can execute a user

application, e.g., a web browser, to facilitate the sending and receiving of data over the

network 102.

In some examples, to facilitate searching of resources 105, the search system 120

identifies the resources 105 by crawling and indexing the resources 105 provided on web

sites 104. Data about the resources 105 can be indexed based on the resource to which



the data corresponds. The indexed and, optionally, cached copies of the resources 105 are

stored in a search index 122.

The user devices 106 submit search queries 109 to the search system 120. In some

examples, a user device 106 can include one or more input modalities. Example

modalities can include a keyboard, a touchscreen and/or a microphone. For example, a

user can use a keyboard and/or touchscreen to type in a search query. As another

example, a user can speak a search query, the user speech being captured through a

microphone, and being processed through speech recognition to provide the search query.

In response to receiving a search query 109, the search system 120 accesses the

search index 122 to identify resources 105 that are relevant to, e.g., have at least a

minimum specified relevance score for, the search query 109. The search system 120

identifies the resources 105, generates a search results display 111 that includes search

results 112 identifying resources 105, and returns the search results display 111 to the

user devices 106. In an example context, a search results display can include one or more

web pages, e.g., one or more search results pages. In some examples, a web page can be

provided based on a web document that can be written in any appropriate machine-

readable language. It is contemplated, however, that implementations of the present

disclosure can include other appropriate display types. For example, the search results can

be provided in a display generated by an application that is executed on a computing

device, and/or a display generated by an operating system, e.g., mobile operating system.

In some examples, search results can be provided based on any appropriate form, e.g.,

Javascript-html, plaintext.

A search result 112 is data generated by the search system 120 that identifies a

resource 105 that is responsive to a particular search query, and includes a link to the

resource 105. An example search result 112 can include a web page title, a snippet of text

or a portion of an image extracted from the web page, and the URL of the web page. In

some examples, data provided in the search results 112 can be retrieved from a resource

data store. For example, the search system 120 can provide the search results display 111,

which displays the search results 112. In some examples, the search results display 1 1 1

can be populated with information, e.g., a web page title, a snippet of text or a portion of

an image extracted from the web page, that is provided from the resource data store.

In some examples, data for the search queries 109 submitted during user sessions

are stored in a data store, such as the historical data store 124. For example, the search

system 120 can store received search queries in the historical data store 124.



In some examples, selection data specifying actions taken in response to search

results 112 provided in response to each search query 109 are also stored in the historical

data store 124, for example, by the search system 120. These actions can include whether

a search result 112 was selected, e.g., clicked or hovered over with a pointer. The

selection data can also include, for each selection of a search result 112, data identifying

the search query 109 for which the search result 112 was provided.

In accordance with implementations of the present disclosure, the example

environment 100 also includes a query interpretation system 130 communicably coupled

to the search system 120, e.g., directly coupled or coupled over a network such as

network 102. Although the search system 120 and the query interpretation system 120 are

depicted as separate systems in FIG. 1, it is contemplated that the search system 120 can

include the query interpretation system 130. In some implementations, the query

interpretation system 130 provides a revised query based on a query received from a user

device 106. In some examples, and as described in further detail herein, the revised query

is provided based on an approximate location and an approximate orientation of the user

device 106 that provided the query, and one or more entities that are determined to be

proximate to the user device 106. In some examples, the search results 112 provided by

the search system 120 are responsive to the revised query.

In some implementations, a plurality of entities and information associated

therewith can be stored as structured data in an entity graph. In some examples, an entity

graph includes a plurality of nodes and edges between nodes. In some examples, a node

represents an entity and an edge represents a relationship between entities. In some

examples, the entity graph can be provided based on an example schema that structures

data based on domains, types and properties. In some examples, a domain includes one or

more types that share a namespace. In some examples, a namespace is provided as a

directory of uniquely named objects, where each object in the namespace has a unique

name, e.g., identifier. In some examples, a type denotes an "is a" relationship about a

topic, and is used to hold a collection of properties. In some examples, a topic represents

an entity, such as a person, place or thing. In some examples, each topic can have one or

more types associated therewith. In some examples, a property is associated with a topic

and defines a "has a" relationship between the topic and a value of the property. In some

examples, the value of the property can include another topic. In some examples, an

entity can be associated with a unique identifier within the entity graph. For example, the

entity Alcatraz Island can be assigned the identifier /m/0h594.



In some implementations, a plurality of entities can be provided in one or more

databases. For example, a plurality of entities can be provided in a table that can provide

data associated with each entity. Example data can include a name of the entity, a location

of the entity, one or more types assigned to the entity, one or more ratings associated with

the entity, a set of entity query patterns associated with the entity, and any other

appropriate information that can be provided for the entity. In some examples, an entity

can be associated with a unique identifier within the one or more databases. For example,

the entity Alcatraz Island can be assigned the identifier /m/0h594.

Implementations of the present disclosure are generally directed to rewriting

queries based on one or more implied entities. More particularly, implementations of the

present disclosure are directed to identifying a set of entities based on an approximate

location and an approximate orientation of a user device that submits a query, and

rewriting the query to explicitly reference an entity of the set of entities, which the query

is determined to implicitly reference.

Implementations of the present disclosure will be described in further detail herein

with reference to example use cases. FIG. 2 depicts an example use case in accordance

with implementations of the present disclosure. In the example of FIG. 2, an area 200 is

provided, in which a user device 202 is located. Multiple entities are also located within

the area 200. Example entities can include a restaurant, a bar, a hotel, a theater, a school,

a university, a music venue, a tourist attraction, a forest, a hill, a lake, a mountain, and a

park. It is appreciated that implementations of the present disclosure are not limited to

entities specifically identified herein. In the depicted example, an entity "Great Hotel"

204, an entity "Not-so-Great Hotel" 206, an entity "Horrible Hotel" 208, an entity

"Acceptable Hotel" 210, and an entity "Awesome Pizza" 212 are provided in the area

200.

In accordance with implementations of the present disclosure, a query is received

from a user device. For example, the user device 202 can provide a query to a search

system, e.g., the search system 120 of FIG. 1. In some examples, it can be determined that

the query is implicitly about an entity. In some examples, if the query is absent an explicit

reference to an entity, it can be determined that the query is implicitly about an entity. In

some examples, if the query includes a pronoun, it can be determined that the query is

implicitly about an entity.

In some implementations, the received query can be processed and can be

compared to one or more query patterns to determine whether the query is implicitly



referencing an entity. In some examples, each query pattern of the one or more query

patterns is indicative of a query implicitly referencing an entity. In some implementations,

the query is processed to remove one or more stop words and/or conversational terms to

provide a cleaned query. For example, the example query [can you please show me

ratings] can be processed to provide [ratings]. In some examples, a query index can be

provided and can map one or more queries, or cleaned queries, to respective sets of query

patterns, each set of query patterns including one or more query patterns. For example, a

query can be received, and a set of query patterns associated with the query, or cleaned

query based on the query, can be provided from the query index.

In some examples, the cleaned query is compared to each query pattern of the one

or more query patterns, again, each query pattern indicating an implicit reference to some

entity. In some examples, a query pattern includes one or more terms. Example query

patterns can include [ratings], [restaurant ratings], and [theater ratings]. In some

examples, a query pattern can include one or more wildcards. An example query pattern

can include [* ratings], where * indicates a wildcard, e.g., restaurant, theater.

In some examples, if the query matches a query pattern of the one or more query

patterns, it is determined that the query is implicitly about some entity. In some examples,

if the query does not match a query pattern, it is determined that the query is not

implicitly about some entity. For example, the clean query [ratings], from the example

above, can match the query pattern [* ratings]. Consequently, it can be determined that

the query [can you please show me ratings] is implicitly about some entity. As another

example, the example query [can you please show me ratings for Awesome Pizza] can be

processed to provide the cleaned query [ratings Awesome Pizza]. The cleaned query

[ratings Awesome Pizza] can be compared to one or more query patterns, and it can be

determined that the cleaned query does not match any of the one or more query patterns.

For example, the term "Awesome Pizza" is specific to an entity, and is thus, not included

in any of the query patterns. Consequently, it is determined that the query [can you please

show me ratings for Awesome Pizza] is not implicitly about some entity. Instead, and in

this example, the query [can you please show me ratings for Awesome Pizza] is explicitly

about an entity, i.e., Awesome Pizza.

In some implementations, in response to determining that the query is implicitly

about an entity, an approximate location of the user device that submitted the query can

be determined. In some examples, the approximate location can be determined based on

one or more location-related signals. Example location related-signals can include cellular



signals, global-positioning system (GPS) signals, wireless signals (WiFi), and the like. In

some examples, location data that is representative of the one or more location-related

signals is provided with the query. In some examples, the location data is provided to a

location service, which processes the location data and provides the approximate location

of the user device. In some examples, the approximate location can be provided as

geographic coordinates, e.g., longitude, latitude.

In some implementations, in response to determining that the query is implicitly

about an entity, an approximate orientation of the user device that submitted the query

can be determined. Example orientations can include an approximate direction, in which

the device is pointing, e.g., compass direction, and an approximate tilt of the device

relative to a horizontal plane. In some examples, the orientation can be determined based

on one or more orientation-related signals. For example, one or more sensors of the

device can provide respective signals based on the orientation of the device. In some

examples, the device can include a magnetometer that is responsive to changes in the

Earth's magnetic field and an accelerometer that is responsive to movement of the device.

A signal from the magnetometer can be processed to provide an approximate compass

direction of the device, e.g., in degrees based on 360°, and a signal of the accelerometer

can be processed to provide an approximate tilt of the device relative to the horizontal

plane, e.g., between 0° indicating parallel to the horizontal plane, and 90° indicating

perpendicular to the horizontal plane. In some examples, orientation data that is

representative of one or more of the compass direction and the tilt is provided with the

query.

In some examples, a confidence score can be associated with the approximate

location and/or the approximate orientation. In some examples, the confidence score

represents a degree of certainty as to the accuracy of the approximate location or the

approximate orientation, respectively. In some implementations, if the confidence score

does not exceed a threshold confidence score, the query is not interpreted. For example,

if the confidence score associated with the approximate location does not exceed the

threshold confidence score, the query is not interpreted, e.g., regardless of the accuracy of

the approximate orientation.

In some examples, a time can be associated with the approximate location. For

example, the location service can provide the approximate location and a time associated

therewith. In some examples, the time indicates an approximate time, at which the user

device is determined to be or have been at the approximate location. In some



implementations, if the approximate location is not determined to be sufficiently fresh,

the query is not interpreted. In some examples, a time difference can be determined

between a current time and the time associated with the approximate location and can be

compared to a threshold difference. In some examples, if the time difference exceeds the

threshold difference, the approximate location is determined to not be sufficiently fresh.

In some examples, the current time is provided as the time, at which the query was sent

from the user device, or received by the search system.

In some implementations, a set of entities is provided based on the approximate

location and/or the approximate orientation. For example, if the confidence score of the

approximate location exceeds the threshold confidence score and the approximate

location is sufficiently fresh, the set of entities is provided based on the approximate

location. As another example, if the confidence score of the approximate location exceeds

the threshold confidence score and the approximate location is sufficiently fresh, and the

confidence score of the approximate orientation exceeds the threshold confidence score,

the set of entities is provided based on the approximate location and the approximate

orientation. In some implementations, the set of entities includes one or more entities. In

some implementations, and as described in further detail herein, the set of entities

includes one or more entities that are determined to be sufficiently close to the

approximate location, such that the query could be potentially about the one or more

entities.

In some implementations, the one or more entities are selected for inclusion in the

set of entities based on a location of a respective entity relative to the approximate

location. In some examples, entities that are within a threshold distance, e.g., threshold

radius, of the location can be identified, and are included in the set of entities. In some

examples, a range is determined based on the approximate location, and at least a portion

of the range is extended based on the approximate orientation. In some examples, and as

described in further detail herein, entities determined to be within the range are included

in the set of entities. For example, a geographic location can be divided into a grid that

includes a plurality of cells, e.g., square or rectangular cells, each cell accounting for an

area of the geographic location. The range provided based on the approximate location,

and having at least a portion that is extended based on the approximate orientation, can

overly one or more cells, or portions of cells. In some examples, each cell is associated

with a set of entities that are located in the respective area. In some examples, one or

more cells that are at least partially within the range can be identified, and can be



provided in a list of cells. In some examples, the set of entities includes all entities

associated with the cells of the list of cells.

In the example of FIG. 2, a threshold radius 220 is provided, which defines a

circular range 222. Although the example range 222 is circular, it is contemplated that the

range can include any appropriate geometric shape. In the example of FIG. 2, the range

222 includes an extended portion 222', which is provided based on the approximate

orientation of the device 202. In the depicted example, the extended portion 222' is

approximately conical in shape and is based on an extended radius 220'. For example, the

extended radius 220' can be swept over a particular range of degrees, e.g., X° on each

side of the compass direction of the device 202, to define the extended portion 222'. In

the example of FIG. 2, the device 202 has a compass direction of approximately 270°,

e.g., due west, and the extended portion 222' is defined by sweeping the extended radius

220' from approximately 240° to 270°, e.g., 30° on each side of 270°. Although the

extended portion 222' is provided as described herein, it is contemplated that

implementations of the present disclosure are not limited to the particular example

described herein. For example, an extended portion of a range can be provided in any

appropriate shape.

In some examples, entities that lie within the range 222, including the extended

portion 222' are included in the set of entities. Consequently, in the example of FIG. 2,

the entity "Great Hotel" 204, the entity "Horrible Hotel" 208, the entity "Not-so-Great

Hotel" 206, and the entity "Awesome Pizza" 212 are included in the set of entities. In the

example of FIG. 2, only the entity Great Hotel 204 and the entity Awesome Pizza 212

would have been included in the set of entities without the extended portion 222'. In some

examples, the approximate location and the approximate orientation can be provided to an

entity service, which processes the approximate location and provides the set of entities.

In some implementations, one or more entities can be included in the set of

entities based on image data. As described above, a tilt of the device can be relative to

horizontal, where, for example, 0° tilt indicates that the device is parallel to horizontal,

e.g., is flat, and 90° tilt indicates that the device is perpendicular to horizontal. In some

examples, an approximate tilt of the device is compared to a threshold tilt. For example,

the threshold tilt can correspond to a tilt, at which users capture images, e.g., still images,

video images, using the device. Consequently, a tilt that is greater than the threshold tilt

indicates that the device is oriented as is typical for capturing images of a scene in front

of the device. If the approximate tilt does not exceed the threshold tilt, image data is not



obtained. If the approximate tilt exceeds the threshold tilt, image data is obtained. For

example, a camera is operated, e.g., automatically without user input, to obtain image

data representing a scene.

In some implementations, the image data is processed to identify one or more

entities depicted in the image. In some examples, the image data is provided to an entity

recognition service that compares the image data to one or more image models, each

image model representing one or more entities. For example, each image model can be

associated with a list of entities that includes one or more entities. In some examples, a set

of image models can be defined based on the approximate location, and can include one

or more image models that are within a threshold distance of the approximate location.

For example, and as described above, a grid can be provided for a geographical area and

can include a plurality of cells, e.g., square or rectangular cells, each cell accounting for

an area of the geographic location. In some examples, the set of image models includes

all image models associated with the cells of the list of cells, described above.

In some implementations, one or more entities can be determined based on

comparing the image data to image models in the set of image models. In some examples,

the image data is compared to an image model and a score is provided, the score

indicating a similarity between the image data and the respective image model. If the

score does not exceed a threshold score, the image data is not sufficiently similar to the

image model. If the score exceeds the threshold score, the image data is sufficiently

similar to the image model. Consequently, entities in the list of entities associated with

the respective image model are included in the set of entities.

For example, and with reference to FIG. 2, image data can be obtained, e.g.,

automatically in response to determining that the approximate tilt of the device 202

exceeds the threshold tilt. A set of image models can be provided, each image model

corresponding to the range 222 and/or the extended range 222'. For example, an image

model can include image data representing the entity "Horrible Hotel" 208 and the entity

"Acceptable Hotel" 210, which entities can be included in a list of entities associated with

the image model. The image data can be compared, e.g., by the entity recognition service,

to the one or more image models and, in this example, it can be determined that the

entities "Horrible Hotel" 208 and "Acceptable Hotel" 210 are depicted in the image data.

Consequently, the entities "Horrible Hotel" 208 and "Acceptable Hotel" 210 can be

provided, e.g., from the entity recognition service, for potential inclusion in the set of

entities.



In some implementations, if an entity that is determined from the image data is

already included in the set of entities, the entity is not again added to the set of entities. If

an entity that is determined from the image data is not already included in the set of

entities, the entity is added to the set of entities. In this manner, the set of entities includes

unique entities, e.g., no two entities are the same entity. In the example above, it can be

determined that the entity "Horrible Hotel" 208 is already included in the set of entities,

e.g., because the entity "Horrible Hotel" 208 is at least partially within the extended range

222'. Consequently, although the entity "Horrible Hotel" 208 is depicted in the image

data, it is not again added to the set of entities. On the other hand, it can be determined

that the entity "Acceptable Hotel" 210 is not already included in the set of entities.

Consequently, and because the entity "Acceptable Hotel" 210 is depicted in the image

data, it is added to the set of entities.

In some implementations, each entity in the set of entities is associated with a

respective type. In some examples, the type corresponds to a category associated with the

entity. For example, the entity "Great Hotel" 204, the entity "Horrible Hotel" 208, the

entity "Not-so-Great Hotel" 206 can each be provided as a type [hotel]. As another

example, the entity "Awesome Pizza" 212 can be provided as a type [restaurant]. In some

examples, the entity service provides the respective type for each entity in the set of

entities. In some examples, the type of an entity is determined from the entity graph, or

database, which store information about respective entities, as described above.

In accordance with implementations of the present disclosure, for each entity in

the set of entities, it is determined whether the query may be implicitly referencing the

entity. In some examples, one or more entities in the set of entities can be selected and

can be included in a sub-set of entities.

In some implementations, one or more entities are selected for inclusion in the

sub-set of entities based on type. In some examples, the type of an entity is cross-

referenced to an index that associates types to respective n-grams of queries. In some

examples, an n-gram includes one or more terms of a query. If it is determined, based on

the index, that one or more n-grams of the query correlate to the type, the query is

deemed to be potentially about the respective entity, and the entity is added to a sub-set of

entities.

In some implementations, the index is provided based on analysis of one or more

search logs. In some examples, the search logs provide a record of received queries. In

some examples, the search logs can be processed to provide the index. For example, the



search logs can be processed to determine that queries including the term [menu]

correlate to the type [restaurant]. As another example, the search logs can be processed to

determine that queries including the term [reviews] correlate to the types [restaurant],

[hotel], [movie], [play], [store] and [service provider]. In some examples, the index can

be provided to correlate the term [menu] to the type [restaurant], and to correlate the

terms [reviews] to the types [restaurant], [hotel], [movie], [play], [store], and [service

provider].

In some implementations, one or more entities are selected for inclusion in the

sub-set of entities based on query patters. In some examples, for each entity in the set of

entities, a set of entity query patterns is provided. For example, an entity can be indexed

to a set of entity query patterns stored in a database of entity query patterns. In some

examples, a set of entity query patterns includes one or more entity query patterns.

In some implementations, an entity query pattern represents one or more queries

that have been submitted for a particular entity. In some examples, search queries from a

search log can be processed to identify an entity query pattern for the particular entity.

For example, the example entity Alcatraz can be considered. Example queries for the

entity Alcatraz can be retrieved from a search log and can include [famous inmates of

alcatraz], [who escaped from alcatraz], and [number of inmates at alcatraz].

Consequently, one or more example entity query patterns can be provided, which can

include [famous inmates *], [who escaped from *] and/or [number of inmates *].

As another example, and continuing with the example of FIG. 2 provided above,

the example queries [ratings for awesome pizza], [awesome pizza ratings], [show me

awesome pizza rating] can be provided in a search log, which explicitly reference the

entity Awesome Pizza. Consequently, one or more example entity query patterns can be

provided for Awesome Pizza, which can include [ratings], [* ratings] and/or [ratings *].

As another example, the example queries [has awesome pizza won any food awards] and

[when does awesome pizza open] can be provided in the search log, which explicitly

reference the entity Awesome Pizza. Consequently, one or more example entity query

patterns can be provided for Awesome Pizza, which can include [* food awards] and

[when * open]. As another example, the example queries [how many suites does great

hotel have], [how many conference rooms does great hotel have], and [how can I make a

reservation at great hotel]. Consequently, one or more example entity query patterns can

be provided for Great Hotel, which can include [how many suites *], [how many

conference rooms *], and [reservation *].



In some examples, an entity query pattern for a particular query and entity is

provided, if the particular query has been submitted a threshold number of times for the

entity. For example, it can be determined, e.g., from the search log, that the query [who

escaped from alcatraz] has been submitted, e.g., to a search service, X times, and that X

exceeds the threshold number of times. Consequently, the entity query pattern [who

escaped from *] can be provided in a set of entity query patterns associated with the entity

Alcatraz. As another example, it can be determined, e.g., from the search log, that the

query [alcatraz gift shop] has been submitted, e.g., to a search service, Y times, and that Y

does not exceed the threshold number of times. Consequently, an entity query pattern for

the query [alcatraz gift shop] is not provided in the set of entity query patterns associated

with the entity Alcatraz.

In some implementations, the query pattern of the query is compared to each

entity query pattern in the set of entity query patterns for each entity in the set of entities.

In some examples, if the query pattern of the query matches an entity query pattern

associated with an entity, the entity is included in a sub-set of entities. For example, the

query [how many suites does it have], and a set of entities can be provided that includes

Great Hotel among other entities, e.g., Awesome Pizza. The query pattern for the query

can be provided as [how many suites *]. A set of entity query patterns associated with the

entity Great Hotel can include the example entity query pattern [how many suites *]. It

can be determined that the query pattern of the query matches the entity query pattern of

the entity Great Hotel. Consequently, the entity Great Hotel is included in the sub-set of

entities.

In some implementations, if the sub-set of entities includes a plurality of entities,

an entity is selected from the set of entities. In some examples, the entity is selected based

on respective attributes of the entities. Example attributes can include review rating and

popularity. For example, it can be determined whether all entities of the sub-set of entities

include at least one attribute in common, e.g., each entity has a review rating associated

therewith. In some examples, an attribute value for the common attribute can be provided

for each entity of the sub-set of entities, and the entity having the highest attribute value is

selected. For example, the entity having the highest review rating is selected. As another

example, the entity having the highest popularity is selected. In some examples, the entity

is selected based on one or more previously selected entities. For example, a type of a

previously selected entity can be used to select an entity, when multiple types of entities

are provided in a sub-set of entities. For example, the query [show me reviews] can be



relevant to the types [restaurant] and [hotel], among others, and a sub-set of entities can

include entities of the type [restaurant] and [hotel]. It can be determined that an entity

previously selected by the user was of the type [hotel]. Consequently, an entity of the type

[hotel] is selected from the sub-set of entities.

In some implementations, the entity is selected from the sub-set of entities by a

user. For example, in response to determining that the sub-set of entities includes two or

more entities, an interface can be displayed to the user, and can include graphical

representations of each of the two or more entities. In some examples, the user selects an

entity using the interface, and the revised query is provided based on the user-selected

entity.

In some implementations, a revised query is provided based on the query and at

least one entity that is selected from the sub-set of entities. In some examples, if the sub

set of entities includes a single entity, that entity is selected. In some examples, the

revised query is provided by rewriting the query to explicitly reference the selected entity.

In some examples, the revised query explicitly names the entity. In some examples, the

revised query includes the unique identifier assigned to the entity.

In some implementations, the revised query is provided to a search service. For

example, the revised query can be processed by the search service 120 of FIG. 1. In some

examples, the search service provides search results that are responsive to the revised

query, which search results are displayed to the user. For example, the search results 112

of FIG. 1 can be provided based on the revised query.

Implementations of the present disclosure are described in further detail with

reference to examples based on the example use case of FIG. 2.

With reference to FIG. 2, and in one example, the search query [has this place

won any food awards] is received from the user device 202. It is determined that the

entity "Great Hotel" 204, the entity "Not-so-Great Hotel" 206, the entity "Horrible Hotel"

208, and the entity "Awesome Pizza" 212 are at least partially within the range 222

including the extended portion 222'. Consequently, the entities "Great Hotel" 204, the

entity "Not-so-Great Hotel" 206, the entity "Horrible Hotel" 208, and "Awesome Pizza"

212 are included in a set of entities. In this example, it is determined that the query

pattern of the query [has this place won any food awards] is provided as [* food awards].

A set of entity query patterns for the entity "Great Hotel" 204, a set of query patterns for

the entity "Not-so-Great Hotel" 206, a set of query patterns for the entity "Horrible

Hotel" 208, and a set of entity query patterns for the entity "Awesome Pizza" 212 are



provided. It is determined that the query pattern [* food awards] of the query matches an

entity query pattern, e.g., [* food awards], that is in the set of entity query patterns

associated with the entity "Awesome Pizza" 212. Consequently, the entity "Awesome

Pizza" 212 is included in a sub-set of entities. It is determined that the query pattern [*

food awards] of the query does not match an entity query patterns in the sets of entity

query patterns respectively associated with the entity "Great Hotel" 204, the entity "Not-

so-Great Hotel" 206, and the entity "Horrible Hotel" 208. Consequently, the entity "Great

Hotel" 204, the entity "Not-so-Great Hotel" 206, the entity "Horrible Hotel" 208 are not

included in the sub-set of entities. It is determined that the entity "Awesome Pizza" 212 is

the only entity in the sub-set of entities. Consequently, the entity "Awesome Pizza" 212 is

selected, and the query is revised to provide a revised query that explicitly references the

entity "Awesome Pizza" 212, e.g., [awesome pizza food awards]. The revised query can

be provided to a search service, and search results that are responsive to the revised query

can be received.

In another example, and with continued reference to FIG. 2, the search query

[show me room rates] is received, and it is determined that the entity "Great Hotel" 204,

the entity "Not-so-Great Hotel" 206, the entity "Horrible Hotel" 208, and the entity

"Awesome Pizza" 212 at least partially within the range 222 including the extended

portion 222'. Consequently, the entities "Great Hotel" 204, "Not-so-Great Hotel" 206,

"Horrible Hotel" 208 and "Awesome Pizza" 212 are included in a set of entities. In this

example, it is determined that the query is associated with the query pattern [room rates].

A set of entity query patterns for the entity "Great Hotel" 204, a set of entity query

patterns for the entity "not-so-Great Hotel" 206, a set of query patterns for the entity

"Horrible Hotel" 208, and a set of entity query patterns for the entity "Awesome Pizza"

212 are provided. It is determined that the query pattern [room rates] of the query matches

entity query patterns, e.g., [room rates], that are in the respective sets of entity query

patterns associated with the entities "Great Hotel" 204, "Not-so-Great Hotel" 206, and

"Horrible Hotel" 208. Consequently, the entities "Great Hotel" 204, "Not-so-Great

Hotel" 206 and "Horrible Hotel" 208 are included in a sub-set of entities. Also in this

example, it is determined that the query pattern of the query does not match any entity

query patterns in the set of entity query patterns associated with the entity "Awesome

Pizza" 212. Consequently, the entity "Awesome Pizza" 212 is not included in the sub-set

of entities. It can be determined that the sub-set of entities includes multiple entities, e.g.,

"Great Hotel" 204, "Not-so-Great Hotel" 206, "Horrible Hotel" 208. In response, one



entity can be selected. In this example, it can be determined that the entities have at least

one attribute in common. For example, each entity in the set of entities has a review rating

associated therewith. Consequently, an entity can be selected based on the common

attribute. In this example, the entity "Great Hotel" 204 has a better rating than the entities

"Not-so-Great Hotel" 206 and "Horrible Hotel" 208. In response, the entity "Great Hotel"

can be selected and the query can be rewritten to explicitly reference the entity "Great

Hotel." For example, the query [show me room rates] can be rewritten to provide the

revised query [room rates Great Hotel]. The revised query can be provided to a search

service, and search results that are responsive to the revised query can be received.

FIG. 3 depicts an example process 300 that can be executed in accordance with

implementations of the present disclosure. The example process 300 can be implemented,

for example, by the example environment 100 of FIG. 1, e.g., the search system 120

and/or the query interpretation system 130. In some examples, the example process 300

can be provided by one or more computer-executable programs executed using one or

more computing devices.

A query Q is received (302). For example, the search system 120 and/or the query

interpretation system 130 receives a query from a user device 106, 202. Location data is

received (304). For example, the search system 120 and/or the query interpretation system

130 receives location data from the user device 106, 202. In some examples, the location

data can be provided with the query. A set of entities is received based on the location

data (306). In some examples, entities e within a range of the user device 106, 202 are

determined and are included in the set of entities. In some examples, the range includes

an extended portion based on an orientation, e.g., compass direction of the device. In

some examples, at least one entity in the set of entities is provided based on image data,

which is obtained in response to the orientation, e.g., tilt, of the device. In some examples,

the set of entities includes m entities, where m is greater than or equal to 1. A counter is

set equal to 1 (308).

It is determined whether the query Q is implicitly about an entity (3 10). In some

examples, and as described herein, if a query pattern associated with the query Q matches

an entity query pattern associated with the entity ei, the query Q is determined to be

potentially implicitly about the entity . If the query Q is determined to be implicitly

about the entity ei, the entity ei is included in a sub-set of entities (312). If the query Q is

not determined to be implicitly about the entity ei, the entity ei is not included in a sub-set

of entities, and it is determined whether the counter is equal to m (3 14). If the counter



is not equal to m, all entities in the set of entities have not been considered. Consequently,

the counter is incremented (316), and the example process 300 loops back.

If the counter is equal to m , all entities in the set of entities have been

considered, and it is determined whether the sub-set of entities includes multiple entities

(318). If the sub-set of entities does not include multiple entities, the query Q is rewritten

based on the entity to provide the revised query (320). If the sub-set of entities includes

multiple entities, an entity is selected (322), and the query Q is rewritten based on the

entity to provide the revised query (320). In some examples, and as described herein, the

entity is selected based on one or more respective attributes of the multiple entities, e.g.,

rating, popularity. As described herein, the revised query is used, e.g., by the search

service 120, to provide search results responsive to the query Q.

FIG. 4 depicts an example process 400 that can be executed in accordance with

implementations of the present disclosure. The example process 400 can be implemented,

for example, by the example environment 100 of FIG. 1, e.g., the search system 120

and/or the query interpretation system 130. In some examples, the example process 400

can be provided by one or more computer-executable programs executed using one or

more computing devices.

A query is received (402). For example, the search system 120 and/or the query

interpretation system 130 receives a query from a user device 106, 202. It is determined

whether the query is implicitly about some entity (404). For example, it can be

determined that the query is associated with a query pattern that indicates that the query is

implicitly about some entity. If it is determined that the query is not implicitly about some

entity, search results are provided based on the query (406). For example, the search

system 120 can receive search results that are responsive to the query, and can provide the

search results to the user device 106, 202.

If it is determined that the query is implicitly about some entity, an approximate

location and an approximate orientation of the user device are obtained (408). For

example, the search system 120 and/or the query interpretation system 130 receives

location data and orientation data from the user device 106, 202. In some examples, the

location data and/or the orientation data can be provided with the query. A set of entities

is obtained (410). For example, the set of entities includes one or more entities that are

each within a range of the approximate location of the user device 106, 202, the range

including an extended portion based on the orientation of the device. It is determined that

the query is implicitly about an entity in the set of entities (414). For example, the entity



is selected, because the set of entities includes only the entity. As another example, the

entity is selected based on one or more respective attributes, e.g., rating, popularity, of

multiple entities in the set of entities. A revised query is provided (416). For example, the

query is rewritten to explicitly reference the entity. Search results are provided based on

the revised query (418). For example, the search system 120 can receive search results

that are responsive to the revised query, and can provide the search results to the user

device 106, 202.

Implementations of the subject matter and the operations described in this

specification can be realized in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer software,

firmware, or hardware, including the structures disclosed in this specification and their

structural equivalents, or in combinations of one or more of them. Implementations of the

subject matter described in this specification can be realized using one or more computer

programs, i.e., one or more modules of computer program instructions, encoded on

computer storage medium for execution by, or to control the operation of, data processing

apparatus. Alternatively or in addition, the program instructions can be encoded on an

artificially generated propagated signal, e.g., a machine-generated electrical, optical, or

electromagnetic signal that is generated to encode information for transmission to suitable

receiver apparatus for execution by a data processing apparatus. A computer storage

medium can be, or be included in, a computer-readable storage device, a computer-

readable storage substrate, a random or serial access memory array or device, or a

combination of one or more of them. Moreover, while a computer storage medium is not

a propagated signal, a computer storage medium can be a source or destination of

computer program instructions encoded in an artificially generated propagated signal.

The computer storage medium can also be, or be included in, one or more separate

physical components or media (e.g., multiple CDs, disks, or other storage devices).

The operations described in this specification can be implemented as operations

performed by a data processing apparatus on data stored on one or more computer-

readable storage devices or received from other sources.

The term "data processing apparatus" encompasses all kinds of apparatus, devices,

and machines for processing data, including by way of example a programmable

processor, a computer, a system on a chip, or multiple ones, or combinations, of the

foregoing The apparatus can include special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field

programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit). The

apparatus can also include, in addition to hardware, code that creates an execution



environment for the computer program in question, e.g., code that constitutes processor

firmware, a protocol stack, a database management system, an operating system, a cross-

platform runtime environment, a virtual machine, or a combination of one or more of

them. The apparatus and execution environment can realize various different computing

model infrastructures, such as web services, distributed computing and grid computing

infrastructures.

A computer program (also known as a program, software, software application,

script, or code) can be written in any form of programming language, including compiled

or interpreted languages, declarative or procedural languages, and it can be deployed in

any form, including as a stand-alone program or as a module, component, subroutine,

object, or other unit suitable for use in a computing environment. A computer program

may, but need not, correspond to a file in a file system. A program can be stored in a

portion of a file that holds other programs or data (e.g., one or more scripts stored in a

markup language document), in a single file dedicated to the program in question, or in

multiple coordinated files (e.g., files that store one or more modules, sub-programs, or

portions of code). A computer program can be deployed to be executed on one computer

or on multiple computers that are located at one site or distributed across multiple sites

and interconnected by a communication network.

The processes and logic flows described in this specification can be performed by

one or more programmable processors executing one or more computer programs to

perform actions by operating on input data and generating output. The processes and

logic flows can also be performed by, and apparatus can also be implemented as, special

purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC

(application-specific integrated circuit).

Processors suitable for the execution of a computer program include, by way of

example, both general and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or more

processors of any kind of digital computer. Generally, a processor will receive

instructions and data from a read-only memory or a random access memory or both.

Elements of a computer can include a processor for performing actions in accordance

with instructions and one or more memory devices for storing instructions and data.

Generally, a computer will also include, or be operatively coupled to receive data from or

transfer data to, or both, one or more mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic,

magneto-optical disks, or optical disks. However, a computer need not have such

devices. Moreover, a computer can be embedded in another device, e.g., a mobile



telephone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a mobile audio or video player, a game

console, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, or a portable storage device (e.g., a

universal serial bus (USB) flash drive), to name just a few. Devices suitable for storing

computer program instructions and data include all forms of non-volatile memory, media

and memory devices, including by way of example semiconductor memory devices, e.g.,

EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory devices; magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks

or removable disks; magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The

processor and the memory can be supplemented by, or incorporated in, special purpose

logic circuitry.

To provide for interaction with a user, implementations of the subject matter

described in this specification can be implemented on a computer having a display device,

e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor, for displaying

information to the user and a keyboard and a pointing device, e.g., a mouse or a trackball,

by which the user can provide input to the computer. Other kinds of devices can be used

to provide for interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback provided to the user

can be any form of sensory feedback, e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile

feedback; and input from the user can be received in any form, including acoustic,

speech, or tactile input. In addition, a computer can interact with a user by sending

documents to and receiving documents from a device that is used by the user; for

example, by sending web pages to a web browser on a user's client device in response to

requests received from the web browser.

Implementations of the subject matter described in this specification can be

implemented in a computing system that includes a back-end component, e.g., as a data

server, or that includes a middleware component, e.g., an application server, or that

includes a front-end component, e.g., a client computer having a graphical user interface

or a Web browser through which a user can interact with an implementation of the subject

matter described in this specification, or any combination of one or more such back-end,

middleware, or front-end components. The components of the system can be

interconnected by any form or medium of digital data communication, e.g., a

communication network. Examples of communication networks include a local area

network ("LAN") and a wide area network ("WAN"), an inter-network (e.g., the

Internet), and peer-to-peer networks (e.g., ad hoc peer-to-peer networks).

The computing system can include clients and servers. A client and server are

generally remote from each other and typically interact through a communication



network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer programs

running on the respective computers and having a client-server relationship to each other.

In some implementations, a server transmits data (e.g., an HTML page) to a client device

(e.g., for purposes of displaying data to and receiving user input from a user interacting

with the client device). Data generated at the client device (e.g., a result of the user

interaction) can be received from the client device at the server.

While this specification contains many specific implementation details, these

should not be construed as limitations on the scope of any implementation of the present

disclosure or of what may be claimed, but rather as descriptions of features specific to

example implementations. Certain features that are described in this specification in the

context of separate implementations can also be implemented in combination in a single

implementation. Conversely, various features that are described in the context of a single

implementation can also be implemented in multiple implementations separately or in any

suitable sub-combination. Moreover, although features may be described above as acting

in certain combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or more features from a

claimed combination can in some cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed

combination may be directed to a sub-combination or variation of a sub-combination.

Similarly, while operations are depicted in the drawings in a particular order, this

should not be understood as requiring that such operations be performed in the particular

order shown or in sequential order, or that all illustrated operations be performed, to

achieve desirable results. In certain circumstances, multitasking and parallel processing

may be advantageous. Moreover, the separation of various system components in the

implementations described above should not be understood as requiring such separation

in all implementations, and it should be understood that the described program

components and systems can generally be integrated together in a single software product

or packaged into multiple software products.

Thus, particular implementations of the subject matter have been described. Other

implementations are within the scope of the following claims. In some cases, the actions

recited in the claims can be performed in a different order and still achieve desirable

results. In addition, the processes depicted in the accompanying figures do not

necessarily require the particular order shown, or sequential order, to achieve desirable

results. In certain implementations, multitasking and parallel processing may be

advantageous.



CLAIMS

1. A computer-implemented method executed by one or more processors, the

method comprising:

receiving, by the one or more processors, a query provided from a user device;

and

determining, by the one or more processors, that the query implicitly references

some entity, and in response:

obtaining, by the one or more processors, an approximate location and an

approximate orientation of the user device,

obtaining, by the one or more processors, a set of entities comprising one

or more entities, each entity in the set of entities being at least partially within

a range that is based on the approximate location and that includes an

extended portion based on the approximate orientation,

selecting, by the one or more processors, an entity from the set of entities,

and

providing, by the one or more processors, a revised query based on the

query and the entity, the revised query explicitly referencing the entity.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the approximate orientation indicates a compass

direction of the user device, the extended portion of the range being provided based on

the compass direction.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the approximate orientation indicates a tilt of the

user device relative to a horizontal plane.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the approximate orientation is determined based

on a signal provided from a sensor of the user device.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one entity in the set of entities is provided

based on image data, the image data being obtained by the user device in response to the

approximate orientation.



6. The method of claim 1, wherein selecting an entity from the set of entities is based

on one or more entity query patterns associated with the entity.

7. A system comprising:

a data store for storing data; and

one or more processors configured to interact with the data store, the one or more

processors being further configured to perform operations comprising:

receiving a query provided from a user device; and

determining that the query implicitly references some entity, and in

response:

obtaining an approximate location and an approximate orientation

of the user device,

obtaining a set of entities comprising one or more entities, each

entity in the set of entities being at least partially within a range that is

based on the approximate location and that includes an extended

portion based on the approximate orientation,

selecting an entity from the set of entities, and

providing a revised query based on the query and the entity, the

revised query explicitly referencing the entity.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the approximate orientation indicates a compass

direction of the user device, the extended portion of the range being provided based on

the compass direction.

9. The system of claim 7, wherein the approximate orientation indicates a tilt of the

user device relative to a horizontal plane.

10. The system of claim 7, wherein the approximate orientation is determined based

on a signal provided from a sensor of the user device.

11. The system of claim 7, wherein at least one entity in the set of entities is provided

based on image data, the image data being obtained by the user device in response to the

approximate orientation.



12. The system of claim 7, wherein selecting an entity from the set of entities is based

on one or more entity query patterns associated with the entity.

13. A computer readable medium storing instructions that, when executed by one or

more processors, cause the one or more processors to perform operations comprising:

receiving a query provided from a user device; and

determining that the query implicitly references some entity, and in response:

obtaining an approximate location and an approximate orientation of the

user device,

obtaining a set of entities comprising one or more entities, each entity in

the set of entities being at least partially within a range that is based on the

approximate location and that includes an extended portion based on the

approximate orientation,

selecting an entity from the set of entities, and

providing a revised query based on the query and the entity, the revised

query explicitly referencing the entity.

14. The computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein the approximate orientation

indicates a compass direction of the user device, the extended portion of the range being

provided based on the compass direction.

15. The computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein the approximate orientation

indicates a tilt of the user device relative to a horizontal plane.

16. The computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein the approximate orientation

is determined based on a signal provided from a sensor of the user device.

17. The computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein at least one entity in the set

of entities is provided based on image data, the image data being obtained by the user

device in response to the approximate orientation.

18. The computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein selecting an entity from the

set of entities is based on one or more entity query patterns associated with the entity.
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